Professional Growth Plan

Name: Cindy Dazey                  Major: Elementary Education                  Date: 10/09/01

KY Teacher Standard to be addressed: Standard VIII Knowledge of Content
“The teacher demonstrates a current and sufficient academic knowledge of certified content areas to develop student knowledge and performance in those areas.”

Personal growth need:

My strength:
• I have good team membership skills.
• I have experience working with children.

My areas for professional growth:
• Become more aware of current science and what is being taught in grades P through 5.
• To be able to connect science to real life.

My objectives:
• To take an area of science and explain how it applies to a real life situation.
• To name three areas of science being taught in the school.

Strategies (Actions) needed:
(What will I do and the assistance I need)
• Accessing the internet for current science websites for elementary students.
• Talk to some elementary school teachers to see what is being taught in the classroom.

Strategies for assessing progress (impact):
(What evidence will I provide of my progress)
• Feedback from current elementary school teachers.
• A list of science websites found.